Class 5: Participation and Planmaking Process

- News and mechanics
- Participation in State of Community Reporting
- Planmaking processes
- Group conversation: WHJ article
Participation in SoCR

• Information analysis parallels consensus building
• Participation program
  – Choices:
    • Administration, objectives, stage, targeting, techniques, information
  – Purposes:
    • Problem and Opportunity identification
    • Prioritizing
    • Goals and Objectives development
    • Alternative development and testing (scenarios)
    • Monitoring, Implementation, Revision
Planmaking Process

- **Goal:**
  - create plans incorporating issues and visions from SoCR, organized into physical design and implementation programs to guide (re)development of a community

- **Stages:**
  - SoCR, Direction setting (goals, objectives, policies), the (type of) plan, monitoring and evaluation
Common Spatial Arrangement Tasks

- Location principles and standards: what, where, why?
  - Based on vision, G&Os, needs and prefs
- Map land suitability analysis
- Estimate space requirements
  - Based on pop and econ. projections, density/design policies
- Determine holding capacity
- Design alternatives for spatial arrangements
General Progression in Land Use Design

1. Regional/Area plan
   1. Open space: Urban/non-urban
   2. Urban: developed, urban-rural transition, redeveloping(?)

2. Communitywide (Urban) land use plan
   1. Urban activity centers: commercial, industrial, retail
   2. Community facilities: Airport, water/waste, medical, education
   3. Residential and mixed use
Small Group Exercise

“Planning approaches that do not invite clients and constituents to think differently and in spatial terms are merely extensions of the status quo.”

Landis 2001

• Opinions of WHJ article?
• How does ULUP integrate these concerns?
• Should land use planners consider them?
• What would it mean for planning?
• Other?